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Retrieval practice is a strategy in which bringing information to mind enhances and
boosts learning. In this punchy and accessible book, Kate Jones gives educators
strategies and tips for using this powerful technique in their classrooms.
This book contains 10 exam papers and it is aimed at June 2021 GCE AS Level
Mathematics examinations and year 12 mock exams. These papers are written
according to the syllabuses by the exam boards Edexcel, AQA, OCR MEI & OCR. Each
section contains 2 exam papers labelled paper 1 & paper 2 similar to the actual exam.
First paper is Pure Mathematics & the second paper is Statistics & Mechanics.
Intending to help students revise the key topics they need to brush up on, this work
includes "test yourself" diagnostic questions, worked examples, practice questions and
summaries on important topics, and practice examination papers.
This book explores teacher workplace learning from four different perspectives: social
policy, international comparators, multi-professional stances/perspectives and sociocultural theory. First, it considers the policy and practice context of professional learning
in teacher education in England, and the rest of the UK, with particular reference to
professional masters level provision. The importance of teachers’ and schools’
perceptions of improvement, development and learning, and the inherent tensions
between individual, school and government priorities is explored. Second, the book
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considers models of teacher workplace learning to be found in international research
and practice to explore what perspective they can bring to understanding policy and
practice relating to workplace learning in the UK. Third, it draws on cross-professional
analysis to get an intellectual and theoretical purchase on workplace learning by
examining how insights from across the professions can provide us with useful
perspectives on policy and practice. The analysis draws particularly on insights from
medicine and educational psychology. Fourth, the book cross-fertilises research and
practice across the field of education by drawing on insights from perspectives such as
socio-cultural and activity theory and situated learning/cognition to discover what they
can offer in analysing the theoretical and pedagogic underpinnings of teacher
workplace learning. In short, the book offers a number of contexts for exploring how
best to conceptualise and theorise learning in the workplace in order to generate
evidence to inform policy and practice and facilitates the development of a more
theoretically informed and robust model of workplace learning and teaching.
There are 15 GCSE Mathematics higher papers and answers in this book. These are 5
sets of papers 1, 2 & 3 written as practice papers for GCSE Mathematics Higher
Examination in May / June 2021. Papers are mainly focusing on Edexcel, AQA & OCR
GCSE examinations as well as other similar examination boards.
Revision is serious business... and we're serious about revision. Inside this Revision
Guide you'll find everything you need to succeed in the new GCSE 9-1 Maths Higher
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examinations. It is packed full of tips and tasks to make sure you really know and
understand the key revision points. Written by Maths experts and combined with cutting
edge technology to help you revise on-the-go, you can: * Use the free, personalised
digital revision planner and get stuck into the quick tests to check your understanding *
Download our free revision cards which you can save to your phone to help you revise
on the go * Implement 'active' revision techniques - giving you lots of tips and tricks to
help the knowledge sink in Snap it! Read it, snap it on your phone, revise it...helpsyou
retain key facts Nail it! Examiner tips to help you get better grades Stretch it! Support
for the really tough stuff that will get you higher grades The perfect companion... GCSE
9-1 Maths Higher Practice Book * 100s of practice questions * Exam techniques
explained * Matches 9-1 specification
Exam Board: AQALevel: GCSESubject: MathsFirst Teaching: September 2015; First
Exams: June 2017 Get ready for the 2019 exams using Collins AQA GCSE Grade 9-1
Maths Foundation Practice Test Papers. Exam-style test papers provide realistic
practice to fully prepare for the GCSE 9-1 exam. The book containstwo full sets of up-todate practice test papers with answers included at the back.
Collins GCSE AQA Maths Grade 1-3 Workbook provides targeted practice at to build
confidence and skills for the Foundation GCSE exam. Develop fluency in key topics and the
confidence to tackle multi-mark questions with supportive problem-solving questions and
accessible practice. Exam Board: AQALevel & Subject: GCSE MathsFirst teaching: September
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2015 First exams: June 2017 *Written and reviewed by GCSE maths experts, this workbook is
fully up to date for current GCSE Maths specifications*Support lower attainers to build their
confidence and skills to tackle the Foundation Tier*Provides levelled practice to build fluency
and confidence in answering GCSE-style questions*Targets the key skills and topics that will
have most impact for students working towards Grades 1-3, informed by the latest examiner
reports*Carefully structured problem-solving questions develop AO2 and AO3 skills*Builds
familiarity with the key mathematical language students will need to understand for their
exams*Hints provide support and guidance to access questions and address common
misconceptions*Organised by strand for easy integration into any teaching programme.
Test questions are provided for each chapter of this textbook, together with detailed mark
schemes to make assessment easy. Two versions of each question are provided. One allows
pupils to write their answers in the spaces provided and the other requires pupils to have
separate writing paper. Questions can be grouped according to needs. Master grids are
provided to cut and paste tests together in a consistent format to use the resource in any order.
Chapter tests can be grouped to form a module test after chapters. End-of-chapter
examinations can also be produced in this way. A free non-calculator supplement organized by
unit/chapter is also included in this resource.
Exam board: Edexcel Level: A-level Year 2 Subject: Maths First teaching: September 2017
First exam: June 2018 Suitable for the 2020 autumn and 2021 summer exams This Maths
Revision and Practice range contains clear and accessible explanations of all the Year 2
content, with lots of practice opportunities for each topic throughout the book.
Written to support and enhance assessment alongside the pupil texts, these resources offer a
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range of material for the OCR specification. They provide test questions for each chapter
together with detailed mark schemes to make assessment easy. Two versions of each
question are provided, one allows pupils to write their answers in the spaces provided and the
other requires pupils to have separate writing paper. Questions can be grouped according to
needs. Master grids are provided to cut and paste tests together in a consistent format to use
the resource in any order. Chapter tests can be grouped to form a module test after chapters.
End-of-chapter examinations can also be produced in this way. A free non-calculator
supplement organised by unit/chapter is also included in this resource.
This book contains 6 exam practice papers and it is aimed at May/June 2019 IGCSE
Mathematics examination for higher level. These papers are written according to the new 9 to
1 syllabus mainly for Edexcel, however they can still be used as practice for other exam boards
as well. Each section contains 2 exam papers labelled as paper 1 & paper 2 similar to the
actual exam.
This resource has been developed to provide additional support for delivering and supporting
ICT at GCSE. Linked to Key Maths, it can be also be used together with other resources. Each
program contains a range of self-contained activities that do not require a detailed
understanding of the software.
This book contains 9 exam papers and it is aimed at May/June 2019 GCSE Mathematics
examination for higher level. These papers are written according to the new 9 to 1 syllabus
mainly for Edexcel, however they can still be used as practice for AQA and OCR exams as
well. Each section contains 3 exam papers labelled paper 1, paper 2 & paper 3 similar to the
actual exam.
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This book contains 8 exam papers and it is aimed at June 2020 GCE AS Level
Mathematics examinations and year 12 mock exams. These papers are written
according to the syllabuses by the exam boards Edexcel, AQA, OCR MEI &
OCR. Each section contains 2 exam papers labelled paper 1 & paper 2 similar to
the actual exam. First paper is Pure Mathematics & the second paper is Statistics
& Mechanics.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE 9-1 Higher Subject: Maths First Teaching:
September 2015, First Exams: June 2017 Suitable for the 2020 autumn and 2021
summer exams
This book contains 6 exam papers and it is aimed at June 2019 GCE AS Level
Mathematics examinations and year 12 mock exams. These papers are written
according to the syllabuses by the exam boards Edexcel, AQA, OCR MEI &
OCR. Each section contains 2 exam papers labelled paper 1 & paper 2 similar to
the actual exam. First paper is Pure Mathematics & the second paper is Statistics
& Mechanics.
Specifically written for the latest Edexcel specifications.
A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE
Geography B specification, this brand new course is written to match the
demands of the specification. As well as providing thorough and rigorous
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coverage of the spec, this book is designed to engage students in their learning
and to motivate them to progress.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE 9-1 Higher Subject: Maths First Teaching:
September 2015, First Exams: June 2017 This Collins Edexcel Maths GCSE 9-1
Higher Workbook contains topic-based questions as well as a full practice paper
and answers. With lots of realistic practice opportunities for a variety of different
exam-style questions.
This book contains 8 exam practice papers and it is aimed at May/June 2020
IGCSE Mathematics examination for higher level. These papers are written
according to the new 9 to 1 syllabus mainly for Edexcel, however they can still be
used as practice for other exam boards as well. Each section contains 2 exam
papers labelled as paper 1 & paper 2 similar to the actual exam.
Written to support and enhance assessment alongside the pupil texts, these resources
offer a range of material for the AQA specification. They provide test questions for each
chapter together with detailed mark schemes to make assessment easy. Two versions
of each question are provided, one allows pupils to write their answers in the spaces
provided and the other requires pupils to have separate writing paper. Questions can
be grouped according to needs. Master grids are provided to cut and paste tests
together in a consistent format to use the resource in any order. Chapter tests can be
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grouped to form a module test after chapters. End-of-chapter examinations can also be
produced in this way. A free non-calculator supplement organised by unit/chapter is
also included in this resource.
Indexes the Times and its supplements.
This book contains 10 exam practice papers and it is aimed at May/June 2021 IGCSE
Mathematics examination for higher level. These papers are written according to the
new 9 to 1 syllabus mainly for Edexcel, however they can still be used as practice for
other exam boards as well. Each section contains 2 exam papers labelled as paper 1 &
paper 2 similar to the actual exam.
This 4th edition of Collins GCSE Maths has been fully revised and updated for the new
GCSE specifications and endorsed by Edexcel. The new edition of this well-established
text has a new focus on mathematical reasoning and problem solving. The course
coverage ensures that you will have the confidence to tackle the new curriculum and
succeed.
Edexcel GCSE Maths, Higher Student Book has been created by experts to help
deliver exam success in Edexcel's new Maths GCSE. Written for Higher tier students,
the book focusses on developing students' fluency in key mathematical skills and
problem solving using carefully chosen examples and extensive practice.
A revision guide for the London Examinations Board GCSE higher maths exam. The
book offers: key point summaries of candidates expected knowledge; worked
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examples; test-yourself diagnostic questions; and a further practice examination paper.
The text is cross-referenced to the companion course text.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE 9-1 Foundation Subject: Maths First Teaching:
September 2015, First Exams: June 2017 This Collins Edexcel Maths GCSE 9-1
Foundation Workbook contains topic-based questions as well as a full practice paper
and answers. With lots of realistic practice opportunities for a variety of different examstyle questions.

Frustrated with exam guides that provide mainly content and only a few
questions? Or the opposite, with just practice questions but with no content for
support? Oxford Facts and Practice are here to help and they do just what they
say on the cover: give facts and practice for A Level. · All that students need to
know in 56 pages · Designed for the new A- and AS-Level specifications, each
book starts with tips on exam technique and a description of the main
specifications · The authors all work in a tutorial college and are very experienced
in preparing students for examinations from all of the exam groups. · The books
have been extensively trialled to ensure that they provide lucid explanations at
the right level of detail
Developed for the AQA Specification, revised for the new National Curriculum
and the new GCSE specifications. The Teacher File contains detailed support
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and guidance on advanced planning, points of emphasis, key words, notes for
the non-specialist, useful supplementary ideas and homework sheets.
Exam Board: Edexcel Level: GCSE Subject: Business First Teaching: September
2017 First Exam: June 2019 Endorsed for Edexcel Let Ian Marcouse successfully
steer you through the new specification with his proven and popular approach to
Business; clear content coverage is enhanced by numerous real-life examples to
create a course that engages, motivates and develops every student. - Breaks
down the content of the 2017 specification into clear, accessible explanations of
important concepts and theories - Helps students apply their knowledge to a
range of real business examples, issues and contexts, supported by 'Talking
Points' that encourage critical and commercial thinking - Improves quantitative,
investigative, analytical and evaluation skills through end-of-chapter exercises Builds students' confidence approaching their exams as they practise calculation,
short answer and extended-writing questions with stimulus materials - Boosts
students' vocabulary and supports revision with definitions of key terminology for
each topic
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